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CytaGlobal  based on its fundamental principle,

excellence in business, aims to be the excellent

partner in the growth of modern business,

emphasizing on the comprehension and full

coverage of the complicated and specialized needs

of its customers-partners. Through continuous

assimilation of business communication

requirements and engagement in new

technologies, integrated value-added solutions are

designed and implemented.

CytaGlobal in association with CYTA UK and

CytaGlobal Hellas have developed a global state-of-

the-art ?ew-Generation network based on the MPLS

protocol, with nodes in Nicosia, Athens and

London, and with international extensions beyond.

This New-Generation network allows for the

provision of end-to-to end global solutions for

voice, data and video applications and is promoted

globally, under the brand name CytaWorld.Net.

The integrated solutions on offer in the

CytaWorld.Net Portfolio include among others,

Global ATM/FR connections, circuit emulation and

network-based MPLS-VPN's, branded commercially

as CytaConnect.

VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORKS 
based on MPLS - CytaConnect 

The MPLS VPN service constitutes the most

innovative solution for the complete satisfaction of

advanced corporate network applications as well

as for the implementation of intranet/extranet

networks. It is a particularly flexible service of

high adaptability and security levels that is

addressed to telecommunication carriers as well

as to multinational companies with sizable needs

in networks.

CytaConnect offers point-to-point or point-to-

multipoint international connections for voice,

video and data traffic, between geographically

separated customer locations utilizing a common

telecommunications infrastructure while

maintaining the dedicated use and security of a

private network. CytaConnect managed MPLS-VPN

service, based on technologically advanced

mechanisms, can be combined with Class of

Service (CoS), which provides differentiated types

of service across the MPLS network. Delay-

sensitive traffic and non-delay sensitive traffic are

separated and are treated differently. Three

predefined CoS levels are offered:

.

" Gold: Real-Time packet forwarding, with 

latency and packet delivery guaranteed for 

delay-sensitive, mission critical applications 

such as Voice, Video etc.

" Silver: Guaranteed latency and packet delivery.

Suitable for mission-critical applications at 

cost beneficial terms such as e-commerce 

applications, ERPs, etc.

" Bronze: Best-Effort delivery for applications 

such as e-mailing, web-browsing, FTP, etc.

CytaGlobal, extending CYTA's corporate strategy of

providing value-added services enhances its

product service offering with 24x7 technical

support, a single point of contact, high-level

backbone redundancy and the use of multiple

backup mechanisms for seamless and guaranteed

operation. Ultimate reliability and availability is

imparted by the network architecture on offer, and

reinforced by Service Level Agreements (SLA's).

Furthermore, it allows customers/partners to

conclude one contract and receive one invoice in

currency of their choice. The high quality and the

features offered by CytaConnect are provided in

reverse proportion to its price, proving why it is

considered as a particularly cost-effective solution.

CytaConnect can be used for all office and

business applications, including databases, CRM,

voice applications, video conferencing and

converged services.

For more information visit:

CytaGlobal website at www.cytaglobal.com

CYTA UK  website at www.cytauk.com

CytaGlobal Hellas website at www.cytaglobalhellas.com

or email us on global@cyta.com.cy
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